
 
 

CRISTOM ESTATE PINOT NOIR 2015 
Appellation: Eola-Amity Hills; Willamette Valley; Oregon; USA 

 

Winemaker: Steve Doerner 

Closure: Cork 

Alcohol: 13.5% 

Vineyard 

After more than twenty vintages producing distinctive expressions of single 

vineyard bottlings, the decision was made in 2013 to create a cuvee of some of the 

finest barrels from each of the four estate single vineyards; Eileen , Jessie, Louise 

and Marjorie.  The Cristom Estate Pinot Noir is a faithful expression of the estate, a 

testament to the unique hillside in the Eola-Amity Hills and a blend of some of 

winemaker Steve Doerner’s favorite lots from these certified sustainable vineyards.  

The vine ages range from four years old to more than twenty years old and are 

grown in mostly 15.5 million-year-old Columbia River Basalt Group soils. They  

have some 200 million year old marine sedimentary soils in the Louise Vineyard 

where low-lying Pommard clone of Pinot Noir is planted and contributes to this 

blend.  

 

Reviews 

A blend of Cristom's four Pinot Noir single vineyards, with a mix of differing 

terroirs and soil types. Most of the vines are around 25 years old. 2015 was a 

warmer vintage but this retains good acidity and ripeness. It is pale, pure and 

limpid - a lovely Pinot Noir with a European aesthetic. The pretty cola and 

raspberry fruit is exquisitely tempered by the subtle oak, giving it an additional 

note of savory complexity. The wine was put into a mix of new oak plus first, 

second and third fill barrels for 12 months. 

 92 points Decanter Magazine August 28, 2018 

 

Winemaking 

Winegrower Tom Gerrie and Winemaker Steve Doerner thoughtfully taste every 

barrel in the cellar repeatedly over the course of a year as they create the blend.  The 

barrels selected for the Estate Pinot Noir are chosen as a honest representation of 

both the vineyards and vintage in which they were grown. By blending barrels 

from all over the Cristom Estate, they translate an entire vintage into a glass. 

 

Vintage 

In 2015, the Pinot Noir vines got off to a warm and dry start with the earliest 

budbreak (March!) ever recorded at our estate – a full 3 weeks earlier than our 

twenty-five-year average. Warmth continued through spring, leading to bloom 

beginning in most blocks at the end of May – also the earliest ever recorded at the 

estate. The warm, dry weather during flowering was prime for yielding a heavy 

fruit set, and the vineyard produced sizeable clusters with large berries. These ideal 

growing conditions created the rare combination of abundant quantity and 

exceptional quality fruit, producing intensely fragrant and energetic wines that 

show a blend of depth, concentration and nuance.  
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